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W," JI. VISIT CC CONTROL ROOM SIMULATOR G
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OCRIregretsthatitwasunabletosendadelegtEtNtTIS
the March 5,1982 visit to the GE Control Room Simulator in

Tulsa, Ok1Ehoma. Unfortunately, economic factors precluded

OCREIs attendance.

OCRE wculd be interested in obtaining any observations,

reports, and/or findings made by the Board or NRC Staff during

the simula: r visit. While written accounts are obviously a

poor substitute for personal observation, OCRE nonetneless

is interer:ed in learning what occurred during the simulator

demonstratien.

II. ACHS MIETING ON PERRY

OCHE has sent the enclosed letter to the ACRS, expressing

a desire te attend the forthec=ing meeting on the Perry Nuclear
'

Power Plan:, tentatively to oe held in Cleveland. OCRE has

requested : at the meeting be held in Cleveland, as this would

3be more convenient to OCHE members and to the general public. 950

III. NRC 2;SPECTION TEAM TO VISIT PERRY l

OCRE has learned, through the news media, that the NRC
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intends to send a four-member inspection team to the

Perry site sometime in April to investigate, among other

things, the training of workers and in'spectors and the

handling of non-conformance reports.

OCHE would like to know if any portions of this

:
) inspection are open to the public; if so, OCRE would be

; interested in attending. OCRE would appreciate it if the

i Applicant or NRC Staff could send a schedule of the inspection,

with those portions open to the public clearly designated,

i to the undersigned. ;

If, for some reason, public attendance is not permitted

(or if OCRE'is unable to attend), OCRE would like to receive

a report of the inspection team's findings.

f

Respectfully submitted,"

W W?
Susan L. Hiatt|

! OCRE Interim Representative
! 8275 Munson Rd.

Mentor, OH 44060
(216) 255-3158'
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